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ABOUT PEOPLE AND THINGS

Calendar

Ple ase have your prints ready by the July Pr int Night
for C.P.S .'s Traveling Show

JULY PROGRAM
Friday ,

5 - PICTORIAL SLIDE NIGHT

Tuesday, 9 - BOARD MEETING
Friday ,

19 - PICTORIAL PRINT NIGHT
AUGUST PROGRAM

Friday,

2 - PICTORIAL SLIDE NIGHT

Tuesday, 13 - BOARD MEETING
Friday,

16 - PICTORIAL PRINT NIGHT

THE WORKSHOPS WILL NOT BE MEETING
REGULARLY UNTIL SEPTEMBER .

Mrs. Florence Hourson of Tucson, Arizona has donated sev
eral prints made by her husband, Herbert Hourson, Past-Presi 
dent of C.P.S. about 1950 for our Permanent Collection includ
ing "Old Fashioned Winter" which was print of the year in 1950.
Th ank you Florence, we are happy to have them .
Jim Gianelos has a one -m an show at the School of Fine Arts,
28660 Mentor Avenue until July 28. You can view them week 
days only from 9 :00 a.m. until 9 :00 p.m.
C.P.S. has a show hanging in the H.G.M. Realty office in North
Olmsted. We received a nice write -up in Sunday's Plain Dealer
about our print show.
Sandy Klein received a Third Place in the latest I.C.P.C. com 
petition for her print "Wheat Des ign".
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but he was not there to talk about his photography. He
was there to talk about another of our older and distinguished
members, Shanti Bahadur.
Here
am

am at a meeting for

photographers and I

to how wonderful the Cleveland Photographic Soci

ety is.

felt very proud. When the accolades finally died away
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it was a great

in the beginning of his career as he became

one of Cleveland's finest photographers.
with other

Shanti liked
ask

so that he cou Id

"h,-,+"nr

and get help from other members. He suggests

going to all of the

and conventions that

have so you can ask

and get answers to your questions.

Shanti felt that it was fine if you want to work four hours on a
print for your own

but Shanti wanted to earn his

living from photography so he started his studio and became a

PICNIC TIME!

professional photographer through nothing but hard work.

C,P.S.'s Annual Picnic is
15. The festivities will be
at 10:00 a.m. in Brushwood Park, The club will be
the weiners and buns and members are asked to bring their own
drinks.
There are plenty of nature trails in the park, so be sure to
your camera.

Shanti also stressed that a photographer today must be abie
to "adapt" to our

times. Don't

on to

the past until it is too late. Accept

Shanti was

from

in the styles of

with the Professional

Out

standing Service Award for 1974 and after listening to the story
176

of his life he deserved this and more because he is a great

21

+

t

photographer.
___ 82

1974 TRAVELING SHOW
Steve Campanella is

assembling a brand new edition of

our Traveling Show. This show will travel throughout the United
States to other camera clubs like our own. It is a wonderful way
~---- 303

to share your

nht'\~f'f'lr

with others.

Steve would like several
SOUTH
10

Townsend Road

Take Turnpike to Exit II
Take OLD Route 21 south

not just a few. Let's

from ALL of our print makers,

Steve a good selection to choose from.

Townsend Road.

Please bring your prints to the July Print Night and
to Steve.

them

HOW TO PHOTOGRAPH AUTO RACING
by Gordon Chittenden
PREPARATION
The average amateur
gets to the track just in
timeto yank his camera out of the gadget bag and shoot the first
race. He doesn't know it, but he's already a loser. The experi·
enced racing photographer knows that preparation is essential to
good racing pictures.
a course before the races begin is the first step. Do
this early in the day, while the drivers are
Remember
that once the races start, the crowds build up to the point where
you can't readily go wherever you want to go. Spectators at the
some choice angles you might otherwise count
fence will
on. Check the wind to see which way the dust will blow when
the cars are running
don't pick places downwind.
to keep
the long afternoon, will
in mind that the sun, as it moves
your shadows and exposures.
All but four of the photographs in this booklet were taken
from outside the fence
where any amateur can roam. Most
courses are laid out to snake in and out so much that you can
get at least one good
position on every turn and
away from outside the fence.
There are some shots you can get on Iy from the
area. For
these you need a press pass. I f you don't have one, get in touch
with a racing
editor, or the editor of your local news·
paper. Show him your pictures and ask for authorization to
cover the race. If you get a go·ahead (which is just possible if you
are an unknown but offer to produce the
with no com·
mitment on the editor's part) then contact the publicity depart·
ment at the race track and request a press pass. Good Luck.
Now think about the weather. You will be out in the open all
day
to the hot sun, cool winds,
rains or whatever
the weatherman ordered. Think ahead. If you wear a sweater or
raincoat and the weather turns hot, what will you do with it?
or strap it to the
Can you stow it in your carrying
Bad weather can be an enterprising photographer's godsend,
because many
stay home or leave early.
Foul-weather racing photographs are therefore relatively rare
and, in addition, have a
quality that can be very dramatic
and
especially in color.
The greatest "weather problem" a
photographer faces
is dust not just airborne dirt but
of oil, grease, rubber
and concrete. The last is contributed liberally by track mainte·
concrete on oi I slicks,
nance men when they pour
which threaten the drivers.
Greasy, sticky dust gets in and on everything. It has a particu·
lar affinity for cameras with open backs and for extra
lenses. Once inside a camera, the dry dust jumps and dances each
time the shutter
open and shut, then settles back on each
fresh frame of film to leave a permanent record of its presence.
The sti ck ier dust smears lenses and gu ms up de Iicate mov ing parts
inside the camera.
You can never win the war with dust, but you can control it
by
rolls instead of 20s, changing lenses infre
quently or using another camera body for each add itional lens,
and keeping on the upwind side of the track as much as possible.
film, seek a sheltered place and keep your
When you
back to the wind. If you're a
you can even change
film in a changing bag.
Some photographers remove the film from the boxes at home
to save time changing film at the track. Leave the foil wrappers

on and mark each roll if you are carrying more than one kind of
film in the same kind of wrapper.
Carry at least half a dozen rolls more than you think
shoot. Learn from the professional. He rewinds and reloads with
a fresh roll whenever there is a lull in the action and he's down to
a few exposures on a roll. You can waste a few frames this way
but you'll get those once·in·a·lifetime pictures other photog'
raphers miss because they shot their last frame just as the action
began.
The careful technician marks individual rolls when
de·
is needed, Use stick-on labels which can be written
on, or a grease pencil to mark
on the film
or
film leadeL For
on days when the sun periodically goes
behind clouds and sharply reduces contrast as well as exposure
time, you may want to overdevelop the cloudy·dull negatives to
pep them up. When the sun is low and
your
you may wish to underdevelop to soften the contrast.
Also, if you accidentally expose a roll at the wrong ASA set·
ting, mark it.
it can be saved in the darkroom.

PORTRAITS: THE DRIVE

THE CARS

individual drivers and cars can be a photographic
specialty all by itself Both are "still life"
when "at rest"
off the track, but both the men and the machines are dynamic in
spirit as well as in fact. Perceptive photography should capture
look.
or
this
The camera "headhunter"
must get physically close
to his quarry. This usually means he'll have to wrangle a press
pass or a paddock pass, or avoid major races at major tracks,
where restrictions are greatest. It is technically possible to fill the
with a head shot with a 600 or 800mm lens from quite
some distance away, but the resulting flat perspective is poor
for portraits.
In addition to finding a way to get within 10 to 12 feet (a
good distance with the 200 for head·and·shoulders shots), the
time.
racing portrait photographer has to get there at the
a pit stop in the midst of a race is not the ti me. The
driver's face will be obscured completely by his helmet, visor and
dust mask.
Short focal·length lenses, the normal and wideangle ones, can
be used to portray drivers, but most people don't like the distor·
tion that results when a short lens is used close
to fill the
frame with the subject's face, or even with his head and shoulders.
By the same token, some
oppose
the lines and
racing auto with a
spatial relationships of a carefully
short focal-length lens. Others love it, and move to within inches
of a car with a 20 or 21 mm lens - or even a
lens that
produces a circular, 1800 image.
One aspect of racing cars that fascinates some nhl.tn(lr"
is how quickly racing car
The day·after·tomor·
row look all too qu ick Iy becomes a memory of yesteryear. The
photographer who pursues his hobby for only a few years
will be able to look back and see much of the
of auto
in his collection.
significant automobiles are
subjects for
the
photographer. Whenever you have the opportunity to
photograph an unusual or limited·production racer, be sure to
cover it thoroughly.

Pictorial Competition Results

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

-

PICTORIAL SLIDE NIGHT

PICTORIAL PRINT NIGHT

Second of Competition Year
June 7,1974

Second of Competition Year
June 21,1974

CLASS A

CLASS A

SWALLOWTAI L ... . .. . ......... . ..... Frank Vano
AUTUMN BLUE JAy . . . . ............. Frank Vano
THE CORN CRIB .. . . . .......... John Wallencheck
ROBERT E. LEE . ... . ............... Art Mernone
GLASS MOTI F .. . . .. . .... . .... . . Howard Melcher
EYE TO EYE .. ..... . .. . . . .. .... . . . . Art Mernone
CLASS B

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

-

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

-

ALPINE COLUMBINE ..... .... . ...... Jim Gianelos
HARBOR MOOD #7 . . . ... . .......... Jim Gianelos
FEMALE CECROPIA DETAI L . ........ Jim Gianelos
A SOLITARY FIGURE .. . . . ......... Martin Szutter
CLASS B

1st - CHRYSANTHEMUMS . .... . , . . . .. . . Nick Yadlovsky

STI LL LI FE #2 ... . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . Nick Yadlovsky
ANHNGA . .. ... . ..... . . . .. . . ... . . . Jim Anderson
WOMAN AT THE WINDOW .... . .. . .. Eva Anderson
LIGHTHOUSE ...... . .. . ..... . ..... Eva Anderson
DAY DREAMER . ... .. ... .. . . ........ Paul Goode
OUT TO SEA . . . . .... . . . .. '. . ... .. . . . . Paul Goode

2nd - BLAZING STAR . ... . . . ....... . .. Phyllis Salzgeber
3rd - GEOMETRY UNDER GLASS . . .... . . Janice Kushner
4th - OUTLINE ABSTRACT . . . . . . .. . .. .. Betty Schmidt
HM - SNOW IN THE PINES .. . . . ..... ... . Nick Yadlovsky
HM - CROWD PLEASERS ... .. ... . . . .. .... . Paul Goode
STANDINGS

STANDINGS
CLASS A

CLASS B

F.Vano . .. . ........ l0
J. Wallencheck . . . . . .. 8
A. Mernone . . . . . . . .. 5
J. Juskenas ........ .
H. Melcher ......... .

N. Yadlovsky .. .. . .. 10
J. Ande~on . . . . . . .. 9
E. Anderson . . . . . . . . 5
A. Nemcik .... . .... 4
P. Goode ... . .... .. 2
T. Dunn ... . ... . . .
F. Sullivan . . . .. .. . .

CLASS B

CLASS A
J. Gianelos

P. Goode

.. . .. . . 22

M. Szutter . . . . . . . .

... .. .. . .. 9

J. Kushner. . . . . . . . .. 7

7

N. Yadlovsky . . .. . .. 6
P. Salzgeber . . . ..... 4
B. Schmidt . . . . . . . .. 3
D. Salzgeber ..... . .. 2

"'-rr£i BE-BE

WCAMERA REPAIR

OPEN 10A.M.-6P.M.
MON.& THURS. 'til 8 P.M.
CLOSED WEDNESDAY

9303 DENISON AVE.
CLEVELAND,OHIO
44102

BUZZ US AT 631- 5607

Ko by's Photo 5 u ppli es
3240 SUPERIOR AVE.
431-4970

CLEVELAND 14, OHIO
Convenient Parking

WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF CAMERAS AND SUPPLIES
FOR THE AMATEUR AND PROFESSIONAL AT LOW PRICES.

Open Daily 9·6
Mon., Thurs., Fri. 9·8

9730 Denison Avenue
961-4713

Exclusive KODAK Color Processing & Printing

GO~MAN/S
PHOTO

AND

Hoaav

Nikon. Minolta. Y ashica Speciali st s

Eastman, Ansco, DuPont, Mallinckrodt Produ c ts, Movie
and Slide Projectors, Stereo, Screens, Wedding Albums,
Flash and Flood Equipment.

JORDAN CAMERA, INC.
3802 West 25th Street
741-5511
3 Blocks South of 1·71 at West 25th Street Exit
KEN JORDAN

JOE SEIFERT

Quality Franchise Photographic Lines

On the Triangle

Berea

44 Front St.
234 -2284
Jac k Roger s. Mgr .

"You'll be happy
with a hobby"

West Valley Plaza
389 West Ba gley
24 3·6040
Ed Connol ly. Mgr

DODD'S

PHOTO SUPPLY
SPECIALISTS
Since 189 1

Downtown - 1025 Huron
Parma town Center
Severance Center
Fairview Park Center

696-3200
886-2828
382-3535
331-8166

